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Introduction 
The purpose of this survey is to show vacancy and rental rate trends among 

single-family homes and multi-family units (2-15) in Ada and Canyon 

County.  Survey results are displayed by type (single or multi-family) and 

bedrooms (1-5) for the respective county.  Property status was surveyed as of 

September 30, 2014. 

 
The survey participants were property management companies affiliated with 

the SW Idaho Chapter of NARPM and are considered to the representative 

sample of the inventory of professionally managed rentals of less than 16 

units. 

 

Survey Respondents 
Data from a total of 18 property management companies were included in the 

survey results, which accounted for a total of 7191 homes: 3324 single-family 

and 3867 multi-family.  The accuracy and reliability of this survey is improved 

with an increased sampling.   

 

 

 

Contact Angela Post at 208-585-3256 with any 

questions and to learn how you can contribute 

and benefit! 
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Summary 

 
Vacancy rates moved significantly down, to 2.6% for the 3rd quarter.  This is a decrease of 1.6% 

from last quarter.  The largest decrease in vacancy rate was in the single-family homes, specifically 

within Canyon County.  The decrease may have a direct correlation with the increase in sampling 

provided in the Canyon County market.     

 

Rental rates in Ada County decreased slightly from last quarter.   The decrease in rental rates in 

Ada County has been in all areas of the rental market, from single-family to multi-family.  

However, the decrease in rental rates was very minimal, and averaged out to be only a $21 decrease 

over last quarter.   

 

Rental rates in Canyon County showed a slight increase, again this may have a direct correlation 

with the increase in sampling.  The rental rate increase in Canyon County was also across the 

board, in both the single-family and multi-family homes.   The increase in Canyon County rental 

rates averaged $50 over last quarter.   

 

Last quarter rental rates were at an historical high, and yet we have been able to maintain the rates 

again for another quarter.   This shows we are still maintaining a balance between our supply and 

demand of rental properties, in both the Ada and Canyon County markets.   

 

The SW Idaho Chapter of NARPM thanks you for participating in this survey.  Please educate 

more Professional Members, about the importance of this survey.  By having more participants, 

the accuracy and reliability of this survey is improved.   


